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1 Introduction
This study investigates the explanatory power of stock price analyses shared on a social
network designed to discuss stocks. Understanding the relevance of information shared
within such a social network is important for several reasons. First, buy and sell rec-
ommendations made in these networks may have implications for returns of individual
investors who execute financial transactions accordingly.1 Second, regulators need to
adjust their compliance requirements for financial advisers as social media is disrupting
the traditional client-adviser relationship and shows an increasing number of users (The
Securities and Exchange Commission, 2012). Third, reacting to the new competition,
established investment banks such as Goldman Sachs have started to adopt the business
model of online social investment networks.2 Thus, studying the explanatory power of
information shared on social investment platforms helps to improve our understanding of
developments in the financial services industry.
The idea of social investment platforms such as Sharewise, Seeking Alpha, StockTwits,
or Estimize is to make use of the wisdom of crowds. This concept, first discussed by
Galton (1907), is simple: on aggregate, many users reach better decisions than an in-
dividual (professional). Galton (1907) demonstrates that under certain circumstances,
social community decisions are more precise than estimates of an individual or a few
experts (see also Lorge et al., 1958; Hommes et al., 2005; Yaniv and Milyavsky, 2007).
Surowiecki (2004) specifies this phenomenon as the wisdom of crowds and contends that
individual estimates contain subjective errors. A piece of identical information may be
perceived and evaluated differently depending on personal preferences, expectations and
experience (Vasile et al., 2012). By combining all individual estimates, individual errors
will disappear while the true information remains.
It is particularly important that the recommendation in the context of social investment
1Data obtained from SimilarWeb—website traffic statistics indicates that the social network, which we
use in this study, i.e., Sharewise, has over 300,000 monthly visitors. Of those visitors, approximately
15% arrive from financial news websites and approximately 9% continue to online banking websites,
which indicates that the Sharewise community uses the platform in the context of investment decisions.
2Goldman Sachs has invested in a social investment platform, i.e., Motif Investing.
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platforms such as Sharewise does not comprise the individual peer-based advice but
rather the compiled advice of the network, as empirical research provides evidence that
individual investors are unable to outperform the market on a long-term basis (see, e.g.,
Barber and Odean, 2000; Bollen and Busse, 2004; Busse et al., 2010). In fact, neither pro-
fessional fund managers (Busse et al., 2010) nor private households exhibit performance
persistence in their trading activities (Barber and Odean, 2000).
Our paper empirically and theoretically examines whether stock price analyses of a social
crowd provide explanatory power for future stock returns. Our empirical investigations
are based on crowd stock recommendations obtained from the social investment platform
Sharewise (www.sharewise.com). We rely on Sharewise data because the platform offers
its users an instant and standardized forum for sharing stock opinions. Investors can
observe the results of shared stock price assessments in one final quantified target price
associated with a simple buy or sell recommendation and, thus, do not face the risk
of misinterpreting verbalized opinions (e.g., expressed in textual form as a comment).
The platform provider (Sharewise) aggregates all individual user opinions and reports a
crowd consensus target price with a corresponding buy or sell recommendation as soon
as new information—in the form of a new stock assessment by one of its users—becomes
available. We exploit all 14.9 million stock price opinions that were disclosed on the
website between August 2007 and July 2015, covering 10,452 different stocks.
As demonstrated by Da and Huang (2018), independent assessments of users are an
important determinant for the accuracy of the consensus forecast as they increase the
amount of private information in the consensus. With a social media or email account
as the only entry barrier, we argue that everyone is able to become a member of the
Sharewise community. As a consequence, Sharewise’s social community faces a low risk
of a systematic user selection bias (as, e.g., a minimum amount of invested capital would
impose). As the idea of the wisdom of crowds or swarm intelligence is based on a large
community of non-experts making more precise estimates than a small group of experts
(Galton, 1907; Lorge et al., 1958; Surowiecki, 2004; Yaniv and Milyavsky, 2007), we
argue that the large Sharewise community with its limited barriers to entry represents
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an excellent setting to analyze the wisdom of crowds.3
Supporters of the efficient market hypothesis might be suspicious of our findings. Part of
our contribution is to provide a theoretical argument explaining how the crowd consensus
can have predictive power over market prices. We start by referring to the standard ar-
gument that the market is hard to predict because it is a good aggregator of information
(Fama and French, 2015). Then, we observe that information does not flow freely in the
financial market and that the main scope of a financial market is the redistribution of
wealth, rather than correctly predicting changes in the fundamentals. We conclude by
citing known results in statistics and computer science (Hannan, 1957; Foster and Vohra,
1999) demonstrating that the known qualitative features of the Sharewise consensus algo-
rithm are specifically designed to improve upon the prediction accuracy of an algorithm
with the qualitative feature of financial markets. The Sharewise consensus predicts fu-
ture market prices better than the market because the Sharewise platform facilitates a
transparent exchange of information and uses an aggregator algorithm which is optimized
for prediction rather than the redistribution of wealth.
Even if the assessments made by the users of a large social community impart not only
value-relevant news concerning the future development of the stock price but also infor-
mation regarding stock-specific investor sentiment, this does not necessarily mitigate the
value of these opinions. For example, as shown by Baker and Wurgler (2006), investor
sentiment has implications for the cross-sectional returns of stocks with subjective val-
uation components. Similarly, De Long et al. (1990) show that noise-trader strategies,
which are based on investor sentiment rather than rational information, are related to
stock returns. In general, this investor sentiment is associated with retail investors (Lee
et al., 1991; Kumar and Lee, 2006; Barber et al., 2009) and can help explain return
comovements (Kumar and Lee, 2006). Hence, even the subjective component of the in-
formation contained in user stock assessments that can be regarded as sentiment may
3However, we acknowledge that lower barriers to entry induce moral hazard and reduced self-restraint
for users issuing stock assessments. Further, users are more likely to first consider the recommendations
of their peers before issuing their own recommendations. Thus, they may be influenced by previously
published opinions. Moreover, users may take advantage of the lower regulation and intentionally spread
false information to manipulate other market participants.
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contain valuable information for future stock returns.
Research provides evidence for the implications of media attention and online activity
for stock markets (see, e.g., Tetlock, 2007; Da et al., 2011; Engelberg and Parsons, 2011;
Chen et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2015; Crawford et al., 2017). For example, Tetlock (2007)
and Dougal et al. (2012) show that content provided by professional journalists has a sig-
nificant effect on market prices. In addition, Da et al. (2011) introduce an online activity
measure that captures direct investor attention and predicts future stock prices. More
recently, Chen et al. (2014) and Wang et al. (2015) argue that investors increasingly rely
on the decisions of their peers. The authors provide evidence for the usefulness of textual
analysis of peer group comments that are disclosed on an online platform. From all of the
content provided, investors can identify the valuable information that is relevant to stock
prices to make good investment decisions. However, the economical implications of the
difference between stock opinions in quantified or textual form are substantial. Chang-
ing authors, and associated writing styles, combined with verbalized content that leaves
room for interpretation, may cause misunderstanding and erroneous investment decisions
based on textual comments. Furthermore, users have no information regarding whether
the information provided is already reflected in current security prices. Consequently,
the predictive power of textual stock assessments depends on users’ ability to extract the
bits of valuable information. In contrast, standardized and clearly quantified results of
stock analysis leave less room for misinterpretation and, therefore, increase the value of
the information provided for investment decisions.
In our study, we analyze whether the cumulative knowledge of the crowd includes valuable
stock-specific information that increases the explanatory power of stock performance
models. Given that the crowd generates useful information, the stock assessments of the
crowd offered on social investment platforms may help predict future stock performance
and abnormal returns. We find that the stock opinions offered on the social media
platform Sharewise contain information that helps to predict stock returns. We find that
a portfolio based on social media opinions yields an excess return of 3.4%. Our results
are robust to crowds’ level of consensus and high changes in expected stock prices and
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buy or sell recommendations. Moreover, we find that the explanatory power does not
change when the crowd assesses high-volatility stocks, past poor performers, or stocks
with limited media attention. Thus, we contribute by investigating a novel dataset on
stock assessments disclosed on a social investment platform. In particular, we provide
evidence that standardized crowd opinions contain valuable information for predicting
stock returns. Our results are robust to controlling for momentum, short-term reversals,
and the investor sentiment factor of Baker and Wurgler (2006).
One caveat of our study is that we do not have access to the individual recommendations
of single users. Instead, our study relies on the aggregated consensus forecast, which
is displayed on the Sharewise website. As a consequence, we are not able to distinguish
between the forecast accuracy of individual users and the aggregation algorithm employed
by Sharewise. However, we provide detailed information on the qualitative characteristics
of the Sharewise algorithm and argue that knowledge of the individual recommendations
and the exact specification of weights used in this algorithm is not necessary to show that
the Sharewise consensus has predictive power over future prices.
The contribution of our study is the following: Our study extends the research on social
media and stock markets and significantly differs from the existing literature, as we do
not analyze specific trades but rather the stock-specific price forecasts of a crowd. In
contrast to individual trades, we show that the stock opinions of the social crowd have
explanatory power for the variation of stock returns in a large international sample across
multiple markets. On Sharewise, users do not have to invest real money to share their
assessments and investment recommendations. This enables them to more easily share
information with the community without any constrains of liquidity or transaction costs.
Yet, individual investors are able to benefit from the shared information by following the
recommendations of the social crowd in their real investment transactions.
In the previous literature, for instance, Pan et al. (2012) rely on eToro data to study the
roles of social mechanisms in a financial system. Analyzing individual trades on eToro
between August 2010 and January 2012, the authors report that, on average, each trade
lost approximately 2.8% in its position size. Similarly, Liu et al. (2014) analyze the trades
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on a large social trading platform and find large-scale empirical evidence of prospect the-
ory (see also Pelster and Hofmann, 2018). Pelster and Breitmayer (2019) document that
investors are more willing to take risks under the increased scrutiny of their peers, while
Oehler et al. (2016) study the returns of wikifolio certificates. The authors find that these
certificates do not outperform the market on average but show that the best-performing
wikifolios earn significant short-term excess return. Most closely related to our study
are the works by Adebambo et al. (2016); Avery et al. (2016); Chen et al. (2014); Da
and Huang (2018); Jame et al. (2016); Tsukioka et al. (2018), and Wang et al. (2015).
Wang et al. (2015) analyze the content of Seeking Alpha and StockTwits and report a
low overall correlation between user assessments and stock performance. Only a small
subset of experts from the social media platforms contribute valuable content for pre-
dicting future stock returns. However, Chen et al. (2014) report that verbalized stock
assessments on Seeking Alpha contain strong explanatory power for future stock returns
and earnings surprises. Studying the case of IPOs, Tsukioka et al. (2018) analyze message
data from Yahoo! Japan Finance message boards and show that bullish investor senti-
ment positively affects IPO offer prices and initial returns. In contrast to these works,
we study the value of quantified stock assessments as opposed to opinions in textual
form. The studies by Adebambo et al. (2016) and Jame et al. (2016) document that
crowd forecasts of Estimize.com are more accurate than traditional earnings consensus.
In particular, Adebambo et al. (2016) provide evidence that the geographical proximity
of forecasters to firm locations improves forecast accuracy. Analyzing the accuracy of
earnings announcements forecasts, Da and Huang (2018) determine and randomize the
information set users of Estimize.com and provide evidence that independent informa-
tion sets of users increase the accuracy of the consensus forecast. In contemporaneous
research, Jame et al. (2017) investigate the influence of increased forecast competition on
short-term sell-side biases. In particular, the authors argue that crowds have less conflict
of interest than professional analysts and help to discipline other market participants.
Their results reveal that crowdsourced predictions reduce sell-side biases and improve
sell-side forecast accuracy, thus contributing to market efficiency. In a similar strand of
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literature, collective trading imbalances are exploited to analyze the beliefs of crowds.
Several studies from this strand show that retail investors trading imbalance correctly
anticipates future stock returns (Kaniel et al., 2008, 2012; Kelley and Tetlock, 2013),
supporting the wisdom of crowds hypothesis.
Further literature on the topic includes Doering et al. (2015), who discuss the institutional
aspects of social trading platforms and argue that they are able to reduce information
asymmetries between investors and portfolio managers. Moreover, the authors document
that social trading platforms yield non-normal returns and experience high tail risk.
They argue that these platforms offer high transparency, liquidity, and accessibility while
providing access to hedge-fund-like returns. Pedraza and Pulga (2019) study the effects
of peer benchmarking by institutional investors on asset prices and show that peer effects
generate abnormal short-term returns followed by reversals in the next quarter, thereby
generating excess stock return volatility. Finally, Pelster (2017) discusses the impact of
social trading platforms on herding behavior and studies the determinants of influential
traders on social media.
The remainder of our paper proceeds as follows. In Section 2, we introduce and de-
scribe our novel dataset. Section 3 describes our analysis of the relationship between
crowd opinions and stock returns and presents our findings. A theoretical justification
for the observed phenomenon is provided in Section 4. Finally, we summarize our main
contribution and discuss further research opportunities.
2 Data
This section introduces the novel dataset used in our empirical study, presents the choice
of our main dependent and independent variables, and reports descriptive statistics for our
data. Table A.1 in the appendix includes definitions and data sources for all dependent
and independent variables.
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2.1 Sample construction and data sources
Our empirical investigations rely on data obtained from the social investment platform
Sharewise. The website allows its users to deliver an opinion regarding the expected de-
velopment of individual stocks. Specifically, users can voice buy or sell recommendations
and price targets for all stocks traded worldwide. As platform host, Sharewise provides a
transparent overview of all user opinions and aggregates the user recommendations into
social crowd investment advice. Thus, opinions and investment recommendations are not
made directly by Sharewise but by its registered community members. As Sharewise is
not a registered broker, dealer, financial advisor, analyst, underwriter, or banker, the
platform’s self-reported purpose is to be used for information and reference purposes.4
Stock performance and firms’ fundamental data shown on the platform are provided by
Thomson Reuters. All information disclosed on Sharewise are accessible free of charge.
- Place Figure 1 about here -
Figure 1 shows the first view of the Sharewise welcome page. In a glance, the website
reports price information for major stock market indexes around the world. Next, the
welcome page reports the crowd consensus of the five stocks with the currently highest
and lowest Potential, that is the price change expected by the crowd, for a selected stock
market index. Users find company names, target prices suggested by the crowd, and
the expected return for the top five highest and lowest Potential stocks according to the
crowd. Scrolling down, the welcome page presents a list (see Figure 2) of the five stocks
with the highest and lowest returns of the current trading day and the latest updates of
the crowd consensus (see Figure 3). Furthermore, website visitors can find information
about the stock of the day, a featured prediction from a selected user, a featured portfolio,
and featured news on the welcome page.
- Place Figures 2 and 3 about here -
4See the Disclaimer and About us section on www.sharewise.com.
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Selecting a specific instrument, for example an individual stock, the user can find more
detailed information regarding that instrument (see Figure 4). Sharewise reports techni-
cal data such as the stock’s name, ISIN, and the primary listing exchange, together with
the firm’s industry and home country. Furthermore, the website shows the current share
price, the target price according to the crowd assessments, fundamental analysis, analysts’
assessments and a cumulative target price. The company snapshot provides a summary
of further key stock facts. Information regarding historical performance, beta, market
capitalization, dividend yield, earnings ratio, and several other factors are presented in
addition to a small chart depicting recent stock movements.
- Place Figure 4 about here -
In addition to the summary of key facts, more detailed information on the stock assess-
ments is reported at the bottom of the website. First, an overall assessment that considers
the fundamental analysis, the crowd assessment and the results provided by professional
analysts is described in textual form. A detailed explanation of the fundamental analysis
is followed by a report of the results of the crowd assessment and the most recent indi-
vidual user contributions. The weighted community target price places greater weight
on the predictions of users who have a high ranking—users who posses a proven track
record of correct assessments in the past—than on the predictions of users who have a
lower ranking. Moreover, still active buy predictions, in which the target price is lower
than the current price of the stock, are not taken into account (and vice versa for sell
predictions).5 Finally, the assessments of professional analysts are presented.
Users who wish to gather further firm-related information can obtain several figures from
past financial statements (quarterly and annual statements), information about the most
recent updates, the latest news coverage, and a press review. In addition, Sharewise
provides detailed information on the stock assessments of individual community members.
In addition to the target price and date, website visitors can revise the stock price at the
5The details on the aggregation algorithm are outlined on the Sharewise website (https://www.
sharewise.com/us/help/about). Furthermore, a Sharewise employee confirmed the description on
the aggregation algorithm in a telephone interview.
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time of the assessment, the expected return and the stock return since the assessment
was published to obtain a better understanding of user recommendations. Below the key
facts regarding the stock opinion, background information indicates whether the user has
invested in the stock and the criteria on which the opinion is based. Finally, other users
can comment on every stock assessment.
All individual opinions contribute to the aggregated crowd assessment of a stock. Figure
5 shows the front end of the platform, where users can contribute to the crowd assess-
ment. The top of the page displays the current and most recent change in the stock price.
Scrolling down, the website shows the current target price according to the crowd, the
fundamental value of the stock, and the results of professional analyst valuations. This
information is aggregated into an overall cumulated target price that is calculated by
Sharewise. Next, users can submit a buy or sell recommendation and a specified target
price to contribute to the crowd assessment. Additionally, they are able to select the
timeframe of their assessment and can provide information on the basis for their assess-
ment. Moreover, users can leave a statement on whether they have invested in the stock
through a long or short position.
- Place Figure 5 about here -
To investigate whether the Sharewise community contributes valuable information for
predicting future stock returns, this study focuses on the crowd consensus. Figure 6
shows the evolution of the crowd consensus together with the stock price evolution for
four selected stocks from our sample.
- Place Figure 6 about here -
Table 1 provides an example excerpt of the dataset obtained from Sharewise. The dataset
includes an observation for each day on which at least one user submitted a recommen-
dation for a given stock. An observation in our dataset contains the date, the ISIN of the
underlying, a unique identifier, the number of users who submitted a recommendation to
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buy or sell the stock, and the average expected price as the target price of the crowd at
the end of the day.
- Place Table 1 about here -
In total, from August 1, 2007, to July 15, 2015, Sharewise reports 14.9 million individual
opinions on 10,452 stocks from 65 different countries.6 The individual opinions are pooled
to about 4.7 million opinion days with new crowd assessments, as on various days multiple
new opinions regarding a single stock were shared while on other days no new opinions
were shared.7
We supplement the dataset with daily stock prices (adjusted for dividends) from Thom-
son Reuters Datastream and calculate the return (Potential) as the price change expected
by the crowd. To be specific, we define the Potential to equal (expected price - current
price)/current price (adjusted for dividends). In the following, we will use Potential as
our main proxy to measure the stock opinions of the Sharewise community. Additional
variables, Total buy and Total sell, capture the total number of buy and sell recommenda-
tions, respectively, and are reflected in a stock’s Potential. Furthermore, we calculate the
ratio between total opinion and total buy opinion as a measure of the level of crowd con-
sensus. Our argument is that the crowd’s forecasts for stocks with low levels of consensus
may be less reliable. Finally, for each stock-quarter, we aggregate the daily observations
to one stock-quarter observation by taking averages.
We calculate buy-and-hold returns for six months and estimate six-month abnormal re-
turns following the crowd assessment. Our calculation of abnormal returns is based on
the difference between expected and actual returns. Expected returns are estimated us-
ing daily stock price data following the Fama and French (2015) five-factor asset pricing
model. We include the benchmark return on a portfolio of small stocks minus the re-
turn on a portfolio of big stocks (SMB), the benchmark return on a portfolio of high
6The ten countries with the most stocks in our sample are as follows: United States 3699, Canada
1259, Germany 1186, France 743, United Kingdom 509, Australia 417, Japan 385, Honk Kong 249,
Switzerland 228, and Italy 113.
7On average, we have 448 days with new stock opinions shared for the stocks in our sample. For several
stocks, we have a maximum of 2,141 days with new stock opinions while we only have a single day with
new stock opinions for a few stocks as well.
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book-to-market ratio stocks minus the return on a portfolio of low book-to-market ratio
stocks (HML), the benchmark return on a portfolio of stocks with robust profitability
minus the return on a portfolio of stocks with weak profitability (RMW), and the bench-
mark return on a portfolio of low-investment stocks minus the return on a portfolio of
high-investment stocks (CMA). The six-month buy-and-hold and abnormal return serve
as dependent variables in our analysis.
In additional robustness checks, we rely on several other asset pricing models to estimate
expected returns. First, we employ the Carhart four-factor model to control for momen-
tum (Carhart, 1997). We also expand the Fama-French five-factor model expanded by
the momentum factor proposed by Carhart (1997). Next, we estimate expected returns
based on a Fama-French five-factor model expanded by a factor capturing short-term
reversal. Short-term reversal has been shown to be a robust and economically signifi-
cant phenomenon in the stock market (Da et al., 2014; Fama, 1965). Finally, we estimate
expected returns based on a Fama-French five-factor model expanded by the investor sen-
timent factor proposed by Baker and Wurgler (2006). In two different market models, we
employ both, the investor sentiment factor based on the standardized sentiment proxies,
and the factor based on sentiment proxies orthogonalized with respect to macroeconomic
indicators.
As reported by Ince and Porter (2006), stock prices in Datastream are subject to several
minor data errors. To ensure that these errors do not influence the results of our study,
we require all entities to have a minimum share price of $1 to be included in our sample.
For our analysis, we aggregate the daily data containing new stock opinions on a monthly
and quarterly basis, respectively, by using the average. Stocks with no new opinions in a
given quarter are not included in the final dataset.
2.2 Control variables
In addition to the variables discussed above, we include several control variables in our
empirical analysis. First, we use stock market and fundamental firm data from Thomson
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Reuters Datastream and Worldscope, which is the data source of firms’ fundamental data
shown on Sharewise. To proxy for the size of each firm, we use the natural logarithm
of a firm’s total assets. The stock’s book-to-market ratio, defined as the book value of
common equity divided by the market value of common equity, serves as a proxy for the
stock’s valuation. We also consider the dividend yield of a stock. As further control
variables, we estimate the Amihud measure of an individual stock’s illiquidity, adjusted
following the procedure proposed by Karolyi et al. (2012).
In addition to fundamental data, Sharewise provides recommendations of professional
analysts that are based on data obtained from Thomson Reuters on its website. There-
fore, we also control for professional analyst opinions obtained from Thomson Reuters
Datastream in our analysis. The professional analyst assessments capture the aggregated
analyst opinion regarding the expected return. To control for the ease of the valuation
of stocks, we estimate stock volatility. We argue that firms with stocks that exhibit high
levels of volatility are difficult to value. We estimate a conditional volatility model using
a GARCH(1,1) model and daily data. In addition to the volatility of stock returns, we
also estimate the volatility of stock opinions transmitted through Sharewise using daily
data. High volatility in stock opinion indicates that the crowd often changes its forecasts,
which impedes basing investment decisions on the forecasts. One might expect that stocks
with high stock volatility also exhibit high levels of volatility in stock opinions. However,
we observe significantly lower volatility for opinions than for stock return data, and the
correlation between the two volatility measures is 0.153 and statistically significantly dif-
ferent from zero at the 1% level. This indicates that the two volatility measures do not
capture the same effect. Next, as an additional proxy for investor attention introduced
by Da et al. (2011), we include the stock-related Google search volume index obtained
from Google trends in our analysis. The Google search volume allows us to identify the
time-variation in common investor attention within each stock. In contrast, the num-
ber of predictions also captures the cross-sectional variation of investor attention but is
limited to the attention on the Sharewise platform. Finally, to control for firm-specific
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news events, we include data on earnings surprises8 provided by Thomson Reuters and
an aggregated news sentiment variable provided by Quandl. The Quandl Alpha One
Sentiment Article Sentiment is based on articles aggregated from over 20 million news
sources. We have to restrict our sample when employing the news sentiment variable,
because the Quandl Alpha One Sentiment data is not available for all countries in our
sample. In robustness checks, we also consider the distance of the current share price
from the 52-week high and the 52-week low in our analysis.
2.3 Descriptive statistics
In the following section, we provide some summary statistics for our main data. Table
2 presents the mean, standard deviation, skewness, and kurtosis, together with median,
minimum and maximum values for the total number of opinions shared on Sharewise,
the total number of buy recommendations, the total number of sell recommendations,
and the Potential. Similar to the Potential, summary statistics on analyst opinions are
reported. Moreover, the table presents summary statistics for our dependent variables,
the six-month buy-and-hold return and the abnormal return. The statistics show that
users are more likely to recommend “buy” rather than “sell”. For each stock-quarter,
we observe about 140 buy recommendations, as opposed to about 30 sell recommenda-
tions. At the same time, however, a separation of Potential with respect to community
buy and sell recommendations reveals an overall higher number of sell recommendations.
Thus, on average, community sell recommendations are based on fewer single user recom-
mendations than community buy recommendations. This observation is consistent with
previous observations documented in the literature: Muchnik et al. (2013) and Tang et al.
(2017) document a positivity bias against negative sentiment. While this positivity bias is
reflected in the mere number of recommendations, the average predicted return based on
the weighted community target price amounts to about −.048% (median −.062). Thus,
the weighting algorithm, on average, outweighs the positivity bias and yields a negative
8We do not have data on earnings surprises for all our observations and, thus, can only consider a smaller
sample when controlling for earnings surprises.
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predicted return. Average realized returns are .052.
- Place Table 2 about here -
Table 3 reports the pairwise correlations between selected variables included in our anal-
ysis. Notably, we observe a high correlation between the number of buy and sell recom-
mendations. One possible explanation for this finding is that some stocks receive more
attention than others. Moreover, the opinions of Sharewise users do not reflect a clear-cut
consensus for these stocks, which yields high correlation between the number of buy and
sell recommendations. Most other correlations are low.
3 Stock returns and crowd assessments
This section presents and discusses the main empirical findings of our study. First, we
study the price performance of Potential stocks. Then, we investigate whether quantified
crowd assessments transmitted through a social investment platform help to predict future
stock returns. Moreover, we conduct several subsequent analyses. First, we distinguish
various crowd characteristics that may affect the explanatory power of the stock assess-
ments. Second, we examine stocks that exhibit different return and investor attention
characteristics.
3.1 Implications of Sharewise crowd opinions for stock prices
First, we present an analysis of the time series of returns of stocks with large Potential
indicated by the Sharewise crowd minus stocks with low Potential for evidence of any
excess returns, after adjusting for established predictors of stock returns. For the analysis,
we aggregate the daily data containing new stock opinions on a monthly basis by using
the average. Each regression is estimated with the monthly aggregated data over the
96-month sample period from August 2007 to July 2015.
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First, we estimate the CAPM,
DIFPOTt = α + β(Mkt−RF ) + εt,
for t = 1, ..., 96, where DIFPOT is the return of a portfolio that is long stocks with the
largest potential (upper third) and short stocks with the lowest potential (lower third)
as indicated by the Sharewise crowd and Mkt − RF is the excess return of the market
portfolio (see Hong and Kacperczyk, 2009, for a similar approach). Portfolios are adjusted
monthly. We are especially interested in the α of the regression that represents the excess
return of the portfolio created based on the recommendations of the Sharewise crowd.
Table 4 (Model (1)) presents the results of our regression analysis. The positive alpha
indicates an excess return of 3.3%. The large magnitude of the excess return may be
explained by the nature of the platform. Naturally, individuals are more likely to provide
a forecast for a stock, if they expect large absolute returns, and not, if they expect returns
of only small magnitudes. As a result, if forecasts are approximately correct, on average,
realized returns on the strategy based on these forecasts, will be large as well.
In addition to the CAPM, we consider other established asset pricing models, such as the
Fama and French (2015) five-factor asset pricing model, the Carhart four-factor model, a
Fama-French five-factor model expanded by the momentum factor proposed by Carhart
(1997), Fama-French five-factor models expanded by factors to control for short-term or
long-term reversal, and Fama-French five-factor models expanded by investor sentiment
factors proposed by Baker and Wurgler (2006). The additional results presented in Table
4 support the estimated excess return of approximately 3.3% of a portfolio based on
Sharewise recommendations.
- Place Table 4 about here -
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3.2 Sharewise crowd opinions and buy-and-hold returns
Crowd consensus reflects the expectations of future stock price developments. As the
longest time period considered on Sharewise is six months, target prices should materi-
alize within this horizon. To analyze the relationship between crowd opinions and stock
returns, we calculate six-month buy-and-hold returns for each investment opinion and lag
the crowd opinion (Potential) transmitted through the Sharewise platform by six months.
Table 5 (Panel A) reports the results of our fixed-effects panel data regressions on six-
month buy-and-hold returns using quarterly data. Our final quarterly dataset contains
73,015 stock-quarter observations. We rely on quarterly data for the panel regressions as
balance sheet information is not available at a monthly frequency. We conduct several sets
of panel data regressions to model the determinants of stock performance and shed light on
the relationship between crowd opinions and stock returns. We apply a panel regression
approach with stock and time fixed effects using robust standard errors clustered at
the individual stock level to mitigate possible issues resulting from heteroskedasticity
and serial correlation. We exploit the within-variation of crowd opinions to account
for the fact that a sell recommendation of a given stock in 2007 may turn into a buy
recommendation until 2015 or vice versa.
- Place Table 5 about here -
In our first two regression models, using the full sample with and without control vari-
ables, we observe a positive coefficient for Potential. The coefficient is significant at the
0.1% level. We perform subsample tests to examine the explanatory power of crowds
with different characteristics. To investigate the role of the crowd consensus regarding
investment choices, we distinguish two subsamples. The low-consensus subsample in-
cludes recommendations for which at least 25% of user opinions recommend a different
investment strategy (sell or buy) than the majority. The high-consensus subsample con-
sists of all stock opinions for which all user recommend the same strategy (sell or buy).
The results of our regression analysis reveal a slightly larger coefficient and t-statistic on
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Potential for high-consensus than for low-consensus stocks. However, that the coefficient
is also significantly positive for low-consensus stocks indicates that the consensus forecast
is rather reliable. According to a t-test, the two Potential coefficients are statistically
different from each other at the 0.1% level. The explanatory power of the forecasts is not
driven by the “simple” cases, where everybody agrees that a stock has a high Potential
and will easily increase in value over time.
In Model (5), we restrict our sample to stocks with high volatility in stock opinions (top
quartile). Stocks with high volatility in stock opinions may decrease the explanatory
power of crowds’ stock assessments and prevent their successful utilization in investment
decisions. However, while the regression results indicate that indeed the coefficient is
significantly smaller than in the full sample (according to a t-test), it is nonetheless still
significantly different from zero. Thus, large target price adjustments over time do not
seem to affect the relationship between crowd assessments and stock returns.
Finally, we restrict our attention to those stocks with strong sell advice from the crowd.
As the majority of recommendations indicate positive Potential, the explanatory power
may differ when the crowd expects decreasing prices. In Model (6), we consider those
stocks that exhibit the 25% highest expected price decrease. Again, our regression results
do not change dramatically.
Next, we consider several subsamples constructed with respect to stock characteristics.
In Panel B of Table 5, we begin our analysis with stocks that exhibit high return volatility
(top quartile). We argue that those stocks are more difficult to value. Conversely, low-
volatility stocks are easier to value, and the valuation may contain fewer subjective errors.
Yet, we observe that the relationship between Potential and stock returns holds for both
subsamples; albeit with statistically different coefficients, according to a t-test. Second,
we only consider stocks in the bottom return quartile, that is, stocks with poor past
performance. Third, we only consider stocks that receive a relatively low level of investor
attention. With low investor attention, users may be less well-informed. Consequently,
their stock assessments may lack in value. We consider times where a given stock receives
little and high investor attention, measured in terms of Google search volume (Model (4)
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and Model (5)). In line with our argument, we observe a significantly larger coefficient on
Potential for high attention stocks compared to low attention stocks (p-value of t-test <
0.01). Next, we consider stocks that receive little and high attention compared to other
stocks, based on the number of Sharewise predictions (Model (6) and Model (7)). Again,
we observe a larger coefficient on Potential in the high attention group. A t-test indicates
that coefficients are different at the 0.1% level. Yet, we can state that in all subsamples
considered, we confirm our main results.
Finally, it is possible that the arrival of firm-level news is driving both the investors’ pre-
dictions and future returns. For example, the most important news event for many firms
is the quarterly earnings announcement which leads to a post earnings announcement
drift in many countries (Hung et al., 2015). In Model (8) we control for earnings sur-
prises. The analysis supports our findings. To control for other news events, we rely on
Quandl Alpha One Sentiment Data (News sentiment). Model (9) provides evidence that
the consensus is not simply correlated with firm-level news that has predictive power.
Furthermore, in unreported robustness checks, we add the distance from the stock’s 52-
week high and 52-week low as additional control variables. The results for our variable of
interest (Potential) remain nearly unchanged: The coefficient on Potential is .096, while
the coefficients on the difference to 52-week low is positive and the coefficient on the
difference to 52-week high is negative. All coefficients are statistically different from zero.
3.3 Sharewise crowd opinions and abnormal returns
In the previous section, we provided some evidence that the stock opinions transmitted
through the social media platform Sharewise are positively related to stock returns. How-
ever, the stock opinions could simply reflect expected returns and thus not provide any
additional insights. To test whether this is the case, we study the relationship between
stock opinions (Potential) and abnormal returns. Again, we apply a panel regression
approach with stock and time fixed effects using robust standard errors clustered at the
individual stock level.
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Table 6 reports results of our fixed-effects panel regressions on abnormal returns. Our
first models (Panel A) (without and with control variables) show a positive relationship
between stock opinions (Potential) and abnormal returns. The coefficient is statistically
significantly different from zero at the 0.1% level. Similar to Section 3.2, we conduct
several subsample tests to examine the explanatory power of Potential under different
circumstances. Again, we separate stocks with low and high crowd consensus (Models
(3) and (4); coefficients on Potential are different at the 0.1% level). Next, we only include
stocks with high changes in the stock opinions of the crowd (top quartile, Model (5)),
and only consider stocks with high sell Potential (top quartile) according to the crowd
(Model (6)). For all subsamples, the message of our results remains the same.
- Place Table 6 about here -
In Panel (B) of Table 6, subsamples are constructed with respect to different stock charac-
teristics. First, we restrict our sample to stocks with high and low volatility (top quartile,
Model (1) and bottom quartile, Model (2); coefficients are different from each other at
0.1% level). Both coefficients are significantly positive. Next, we build subsamples for
stocks with poor past performance (bottom quartile of performance, Model (3)), and for
stocks with the lowest and highest investor attention, measured in terms of Google search
volume (bottom quartile, Model (4) and top quartile, Model (5); coefficients are different
at 0.1% level). In addition, we build subsamples on the number of Sharewise predictions
(bottom quartile, Model (6) and top quartile, Model (7); p-value of t-test < 0.001). Even
though the coefficients on the subsamples differ somewhat in size, we obtain statistically
significant positive coefficients on Potential in all cases. Thus, the observed relationship
between crowd stock assessments and abnormal stock returns is robust to different stock
return characteristics and levels of investor attention.
In the same manner as described in Section 3.2 we control for the impact of firm-level
news. We control for earnings surprises in Model (8) and for general firm-level news events




We perform a series of additional robustness. First, we split our sample to examine
the explanatory power of target prices across countries. We separately examine the
explanatory power for the countries with the most stocks in our sample. Specifically, we
separately estimate Model (2) of Table 6 (Panel A) and restrict the sample to stocks from
a given country. While we observe a positive significant relationship between Sharewise
target prices and abnormal returns for the United States, Canada, Germany, France,
and Austrialia, the results are not robust for the United Kingdom, where we observe a
coefficient that is statistically not different from zero (untabulated results).
Second, we perform a series of additional robustness checks by estimating expected returns
based on a set of different market models. We perform these robustness checks to control
for the possibility that the predictive power of Sharewise target prices just captures well-
documented patterns in stock prices such as momentum or investor sentiment.
For example, it may be possible that Sharewise users form target prices by extrapolat-
ing from past returns. This would lead to the predictive power of target price implied
expected returns, if past returns positively predict future returns in mid-term horizon.
Consequently, in this case crowd forecasts would just capture momentum. We can rule
this possibility out by estimating expected returns based on the four-factor model pro-
posed by Carhart (1997) or a Fama-French five-factor model expanded by the momentum
factor and then repeating the analysis described in Section 3.3. We do not tabulate results
to preserve space. However, our estimates remain virtually unchanged.
Another alternative explanation could be that target prices only contain noise and are neg-
atively correlated with past prices. Given short term reversal in stock returns, past prices
negatively predict future returns, which in turn explains the positive relation between
crowd forecasts and future returns. Thus, crowd forecasts would not contain additional
information beyond short term reversal of past returns. We control for this possibility by
estimating expected returns based on a Fama-French five-factor model expanded with a
short-term reversal factor. Our analyses provide evidence for the explanatory power also
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in this case.
Finally, Sharewise crowd forecasts may capture no additional information beyond investor
sentiment. We also check for this possible explanation by estimating expected returns
based on a Fama-French five-factor model, expanded with the Baker and Wurgler (2006)
investor sentiment factor. Our results hold in this case as well.
In addition to different specifications to estimate expected returns, we also perform several
subsample analysis in order to verify the robustness of our results. First, we split our
sample into two periods of equal length. We can confirm our results for both sub-periods.
Similarly, we repeat our analysis focusing on time periods of high market volatility and
low market volatility. Our results hold in both settings.
4 Theoretical justification for crowd consensus
accuracy
In this section, we explain how Sharewise’s collective predictions become accurate. Our
arguments are inspired by the vast literature on efficient markets (Malkiel and Fama,
1970) which identifies three mechanisms concurring to market efficiency.
First, financial markets can be efficient because they aggregate private information. Mod-
eling the heterogeneity of opinions as only driven by heterogeneity in traders’ private
information and assuming common knowledge, markets are informationally efficient be-
cause each trader learns the private information of the other traders from prices. Even
if traders have access to exclusive, private information and have different opinions before
trading, in equilibrium they must hold the same, most informed opinion because all pri-
vate information is revealed (Aumann, 1976; Grossman, 1976; Radner, 1979; Geanakoplos
and Polemarchakis, 1982).
Second, equilibrium prices become accurate because of natural selection. According to
the market selection hypothesis, traders with inaccurate beliefs progressively lose wealth
to traders whose beliefs are accurate (Alchian, 1950; Friedman, 1953). Therefore, markets
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become efficient because equilibrium prices eventually reflect the probabilistic views only
of the accurate traders that survive (Sandroni, 2000).
Third, the wisdom of the crowd argument, according to which an average of users opinions
can deliver more accurate predictions than that of every single user because errors cancel
out (Galton, 1907).
Here we argue that the same mechanisms contribute to Sharewise’s crowd consensus’
accuracy. Moreover, the Sharewise crowd consensus can have predictive power over mar-
ket prices because the platform is constructed to make use of these mechanisms more
efficiently than financial markets. Unlike the market, Sharewise’s platform facilitates a
transparent exchange of information, it uses an aggregator algorithm which is optimized
for prediction rather than the redistribution of wealth and it provides an environment in
which users’ prediction errors are likely to cancel out.
4.1 Information aggregation
A standard argument for market efficiency is that users can infer private information from
prices. By participating in financial markets each user loses his information advantage
and gains the collective wisdom of all market participants. As a result, equilibrium prices
are efficient because they reflect all private information.
While the conditions under which prices perfectly reveal private information are demand-
ing and unlikely to hold in financial markets, the Sharewise platform is designed to work
as a transparent information aggregator (see Section 2 for details). Rather than tackle
the arduous task of reconstructing private information from market prices, Sharewise’s
users have direct access to each other opinions. As the platform host, Sharewise not
only provides easy access to publicly available information but also gives a transparent
overview of all user opinions and aggregates the user recommendations into a price target.
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4.2 Market selection
According to the market selection hypothesis, users with inaccurate beliefs progressively
lose their wealth to users whose beliefs are more accurate. Eventually, asset prices become
accurate because they exclusively represent the probabilistic view of those traders that
survive the selection process. One of the limitations of the selection argument is that
it requires a closed system: if new traders keep entering the market (noise traders),
or traders leave the market after a certain amount of time, there is no guarantee that
equilibrium prices will ever become efficient.
Sharewise’s crowd consensus is a rank-weighted average of user recommendations, where
users’ rankings depend on the accuracy of their past predictions and the length of their
prediction history. Because a user’s ranking depends on past accuracy, Sharewise’s ag-
gregation algorithm selects for accurate traders in a way that is qualitatively similar to
market selection.9 Moreover, giving more weight to those users with a longer prediction
history is a way to mitigate the problem of noise traders, thus increasing the accuracy
and reliability of crowd consensus.
Although we were not given the details of Sharewise’s algorithm, we can describe its
qualitative feature and rationale. The main difficulty is to construct the ranking system
in such a way to be optimal with respect to prediction accuracy. To gain intuition, we
start our discussion in a completely controlled setting where known results from robust
learning can be directly applied (Cesa-Bianchi and Lugosi, 2006; Cover and Thomas,
2012). Next, we discuss modifications tailored to address Sharewise’s prediction task.
We do not claim that Sharewise’s algorithm coincides with the one we describe. Our
discussion is simply meant to illustrate the qualitative features of Sharewise’s algorithm
to support our empirical findings.
Models in the market selections literature have shown that equations governing equilib-
rium prices are qualitatively similar to the algorithm described below (Blume and Easley,
2009; Massari, 2016). However, unlike Sharewise’s algorithm, the “market algorithm” is
9See section 2.1 for details on the aggregation algorithm; also, the interested reader is referred to the
Sharewise website (https://www.sharewise.com/us/help/about) for additional information.
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not calibrated for good predictions. In financial markets, wealth-shares evolution and
the weight of individual opinions on equilibrium prices are vastly affected by individual
preferences in a way that does not need|to be optimal for price accuracy. On the contrary,
Sharewise’s algorithm disregards user preferences and combines their opinions with the
sole goal of prediction accuracy.
Specifically, the Sharewise algorithm can improve over the “market algorithm” in two
dimensions. First, while each user in the market invests to maximize his specific utility
function, the Sharewise algorithm uses a unique accuracy criterion to assign weights.
This makes user predictions comparable, eliminating those biases due to heterogeneity in
user preferences. Second, unlike the market, Sharewise’s algorithm has the flexibility to
optimally choose its learning rate and discounting parameters.
4.2.1 The platonic world
To a first-order approximation, Sharewise’s prediction problem can be made consistent
to the setting of expert predictions by Cesa-Bianchi and Lugosi (2006). There is a fi-
nite number of users (“experts”) which make a series of price recommendations. Given a
predetermined criterion for accuracy (e.g. sum of squared error, or Sharpe ratio), Share-
wise’s goal is to design a rule which dynamically combines user recommendations into a
consensus with good out-of-sample accuracy performance.
We focus on those algorithms that possess the minimum regret property (Hannan, 1957;
Foster and Vohra, 1999). That is, with the property that as the number of recommenda-
tions increases, the average collective recommendation is as accurate as the average pre-
diction of the most accurate user with hindsight (e.g. Blackwell et al., 1956; Vovk, 1990;
Cover and Thomas, 2012). Focusing on regret, rather than accuracy, allows to derive
results that are independent of the data generating process that governs prices and user
predictions. Minimum regret is closely related to prediction accuracy and consistency.
Under standard assumptions about users’ loss functions and about the processes govern-
ing prices and user predictions, algorithms with minimal regret are consistent (Grünwald,
2007).
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Let us start by rephrasing a known result: if the platform has (a) a finite number of
users, I, (b) which make recommendations at the same time for the same assets, (c) the
ranking function is monotone in past accuracy, and (d) the crowd consensus is an (ex-
ponentially) rank-weighted average of user recommendations, then, the crowd consensus







τ=1 be the collective price target, user i recommen-
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monotone measure of user accuracy, and let the collective price target be an expo-

























. Where η ∈ (0,∞) is a free parameter that regulates the con-
vergence rate of the community predictions to the predictions of the most accurate user
in the past. Then, the following theorem holds.
Theorem 1. Under a-d and ∀η ∈ (0,∞), the (exponentially) rank-weighted average
















diτ − dsτ ≥ 0.
Proof. Known result, e.g. Vovk (1990) or Cesa-Bianchi and Lugosi (2006).
Note that, no assumptions are made on the price process or on users’ probabilistic models.
Sharewise’s crowd consensus predictions are, on average, at least as accurate as the
predictions of the most accurate user. The result holds for every sequence of prices and
are irrespective of the probabilistic models employed by users to make predictions. If we
further assume that the true probability governing prices and the subjective probabilities
governing user recommendations follows some ergodic process, then Theorem 1 ensures
that the crowd consensus converges in average to the prediction of the most accurate
user.
Corollary 2. Under the assumptions of Theorem 1, if we further assume that user predic-
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tions and equilibrium prices are ergodic, then next-period recommendations are eventually
as accurate as the recommendation of the most accurate user.
Proof. Under the stated assumptions, bounded regret implies consistency (Cesa-Bianchi
and Lugosi, 2006).
4.2.2 A step in the real world
In the previous section, we have shown that in an artificial setting, the use of a ranking-
weighted-average prediction guarantees good average predictions. The real world, how-
ever, is a much more interesting environment: users do not make infinitely many predic-
tions, they do not make the same number of predictions, they do not make predictions at
the same time, and the number of users making predictions is not constant. Of our initial
assumptions, only (c) and (d) hold in practice. Accordingly, our platonic result is altered
as follows. (i) The rank-weighted prediction never identifies a unique most accurate user
and (ii) the length of the prediction history should be taken into consideration.
These limitations can be mitigated by choosing an appropriate value for the η parame-
ter. By recursively searching for the optimal value of the η parameter, it is possible to
determine the best weight to give to users as a function of their past performance. This
approach is known to deliver predictions with the minimum regret property and a super-
efficiency property (Safe Bayesian, by Grünwald and van Ommen (2017) and Massari
(2017); Dindo and Massari (2019)). It delivers predictions that are safe — at least as
accurate as the most accurate user — and super-efficient — its predictions can be even
more accurate than the most accurate user.
Specifically, if the environment is stable enough, Sharewise’s algorithm can be calibrated
to ensure an optimal tradeoff between the diversity of opinions brought in by users with
short prediction histories and the proven reliability of those users with longer prediction
histories. Intuitively, it is reasonable to give more weight to the prediction of a user that
has a record of 900 correct predictions over a total of 1000, rather than to one with a
record of 10 correct predictions out of 10. The former is less accurate but more reliable.
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As a concluding remark, we want to highlight that the parameters the algorithm optimally
choses are not statistical parameters calibrated to match some regularities (e.g. moments)
of the data. They are the parameters governing the rate at which the algorithm converges
to the most accurate model. As such, this optimization improves Sharewise’s community
forecast accuracy, rather than making the estimates fragile to out-of-sample performance.
4.3 Wisdom of the crowd
In the previous section, we argued that Sharewise’s crowd consensus is a non-degenerate
rank-weighted average of users’ opinion. The ranking helps the wisdom of the crowd
argument by giving less weight to the prediction of users that are less reliable because
they have bad past record or not enough predictions. However, it does not prevent
those opinions to be systematically biased. For example, if all users were optimistic,
their collective opinion is also optimistic. Further, the prediction of users with low rank
can still have a large impact on collective predictions, if their recommendations are very
different from the average.
Under regularity conditions, these problems could be addressed adjusting the aggregator
algorithm. However, this correction would comport a substantial manipulation of users’
opinions which is against the spirit of the platform.
Empirically, we find that there is no need to modify the aggregator algorithm. User
recommendations do not display systematic biases or excessive variance. A natural con-
jecture for this lucky accident is that user recommendations are affected (anchored) by
the current level of stock prices and past trends. Anchoring, which from the individual
perspective is a “bias”, improves crowd consensus’ accuracy because it helps reducing the
volatility in the predictions — thus working as a ”shrinkage estimator” (Stein et al., 1956).
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5 Conclusion
In this paper, we investigate the relationship between stock-specific crowd opinions trans-
mitted through social media and stock performance. To understand the relevance of
information shared on social media for stock returns is of importance for investors, reg-
ulators, and providers of financial services, for example, because investors may execute
trades according to these recommendations. We analyze stock-specific crowd opinions
utilizing an innovative, unique dataset that contains more than 14.9 million individual
stock assessments for 10,452 stocks for the period from August 1, 2007, to July 15, 2015.
Exploiting this dataset, we find a positive relationship between crowd stock opinions and
stock returns. In particular, we observe an excess return of 3.4% for a portfolio based
on Sharewise recommendations. Thus, our study provides evidence that the cumulative
knowledge of the crowd includes some valuable information that increases the explana-
tory power of stock return models. We offer a theoretical foundation for our evidence
based on the literature on efficient markets. We argue that financial markets are subject
to institutional restrictions which do not exist on the platform. Therefore, by employing
an aggregator algorithm that is optimized for prediction rather than the redistribution
of wealth, the Sharewise crowd can contribute to explaining stock returns.
The aggregator algorithm also mitigates the impact of the positivity bias previously
documented in the literature (Muchnik et al., 2013; Tang et al., 2017) and evident in the
number of observations provided on Sharewise. While Tang et al. (2017) document that
the misinformation due to the bias leads to underperformance, the weighted community
recommendations in our study can contribute to explaining abnormal returns.
We provide evidence for the explanatory power of crowd opinions for future stock returns
and abnormal returns in different scenarios. Even if the social investment platform users
do not reach consensus, the aggregated stock opinions provide valuable information. The
relationship is also robust to large changes in stock opinions over time, stocks that are dif-
ficult to value, and stocks that only receive a low level of investor attention. Similarly, our
results suggest that the predictive power is not driven by momentum, short-term rever-
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sal, or investor sentiment. Our results also hold across different countries and economies
with different levels of strength. Thus, our study provides evidence supportive of the
concept of crowd intelligence introduced by Galton (1907) (see also Surowiecki, 2004) in
the context of investment decisions on stock markets.
Our paper contributes to the growing literature on social media investment platforms.
The influence of social media on investment decisions has increased significantly and is
expected to increase further in the future. Our paper shows that this growing attention is
reasonable, as the information offered on these platforms contributes to explaining future
abnormal stock returns.
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Figure 1: Welcome page of Sharewise online trading platform (upper part)
The figure depicts the upper part of the welcome page of the online trading platform Sharewise. The page
presents current information on the major price indexes around the world and on the crowd consensus
for the five stocks with the highest and lowest Potential, as predicted by the platform’s community.
Figure 2: Welcome page of Sharewise online trading platform (middle part)
The figure depicts the middle part of the welcome page of the online trading platform Sharewise. The
page presents information on the five stocks with the highest and lowest returns over the current trading
day.
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Figure 3: Welcome page of Sharewise online trading platform (lower part)
The figure depicts the lower part of the welcome page of the online trading platform Sharewise. The
lower part presents information on the latest updates of the crowd consensus.
Figure 4: Instrument page of Sharewise online trading platform (upper part)
The figure depicts a screenshot of the upper part of the instrument page of a selected instrument (Ex-
ample: Illumina Stock).
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Figure 5: User front end of Sharewise online trading platform
The figure depicts the user front end of the online trading platform Sharewise for the stock of Apple
Inc. The right-hand side shows the current stock value and the most recent change in the stock price.
Below, the front end shows the assessment of the crowd, the fundamental value of the stock, and the
assessment of professional stock analysts. Next, the front end shows a cumulated target price calculated
by Sharewise. Below this information, users can provide their own contribution to the crowd assessment.
Users can voice buy or sell recommendations and specify a target price. They can provide information
on the basis for their assessment and whether they are invested in the stock through a long or short
position.
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Figure 6: Evolution of stock prices and crowd consensus for selected stocks.
The figure presents the evolution of stock prices (black) and the crowd consensus (red) of the Sharewise
social investment platform for selected stocks over our sample period from 2007 to 2015. The upper-left
panel shows the evolution of stock of 3M Company, the top-right panel reports on J.P Morgan Chase,
the lower-left panel on Exxon Mobile, and the lower-right panel shows the evolution of Apple stock and
the crowd consensus.
Date ISIN Instrument ID Buy Sell Average Expected Price
28.01.2011 DE0005140008 1,650 119 11 49.721
28.01.2011 NL0000235190 2,164 23 11 20.97
28.01.2011 FR0000120628 3,861 57 16 15.391
28.01.2011 US0378331005 4,335 28 14 38.204
31.01.2011 DE0005190003 1,555 26 11 56.986
31.01.2011 DE0005140008 1,650 120 12 49.689
31.01.2011 FR0000120628 3,861 57 17 15.419
31.01.2011 US0378331005 4,335 29 14 38.23
Table 1: Example excerpt of Sharewise dataset
The table provides an example excerpt of the Sharewise dataset. The data contain the date, the ISIN
of the underlying, a unique Sharewise identifier, the total number of buy and sell recommendations and
the average expected price (crowd consensus).
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N Mean SD Skewness Kurtosis Median Min Max
Total opinion 73,015 170.404 363.220 8.617 144.125 66 1 13315
Total buy 73,015 140.449 313.514 9.203 169.730 63 0 12492
Total sell 73,015 29.955 83.882 10.599 263.054 0 0 4658
Potential 73,015 -0.048 0.586 0.877 5.395 -0.062 -0.996 2.275
Potential (buy consensus) 32,467 0.423 0.476 2.198 8.021 0.263 0.000 2.275
Potential (sell consensus) 40,548 -0.425 0.343 -0.590 1.802 -0.286 -0.996 0.000
6M buy-hold 73,015 0.052 0.333 1.060 6.118 0.024 -0.679 1.420
Abnormal return 73,015 0.050 0.331 1.069 6.112 0.023 -0.669 1.412
Stock volatility 68,613 0.027 0.015 1.422 5.423 0.024 0.002 0.083
Illiquidity 61,660 -0.001 0.002 -5.956 40.233 0.000 -0.018 0.000
Stock market return 73,015 0.000 0.001 -1.074 5.065 0.000 -0.008 0.007
Market value of equity 72,759 182 3,913 46.540 2563.793 2 0 290,000
Market value of equity (log) 72,759 7.409 2.778 0.255 2.934 7.392 0.000 19.484
Total assets 63,508 173,000 799,000 6.693 50.699 2 6 6,640,000
Total assets (log) 63,508 14.789 3.038 0.306 2.681 14.645 8.652 22.617
Book-to-market 63,426 0.696 0.683 2.448 11.864 0.539 -0.383 4.303
Earnings surprises 41,331 -1.395 132.748 -1.322 19.596 2.929 -758.871 600.000
Analyst opinion 62,702 -0.010 0.237 -0.047 16.789 -0.007 -0.984 1.227
News sentiment 10,993 0.158 0.255 -0.256 6.223 0.164 -1.000 1.000
Google search volume 63,153 36.742 23.966 0.304 2.008 35.300 0.000 97.383
Table 2: Summary statistics: Sharewise data and dependent variables
The table reports summary statistics for the main variables of interest for our dataset. We report
summary statistics for Sharewise data and dependent variables. Data on crowd stock opinions are from
Sharewise. Stock price data and fundamentals are from Thomson Reuters Datastream and Worldscope.
In total, our sample runs from August 1, 2007, to July 15, 2015, and contains 73,015 stock-quarter
observations. Detailed data definitions and data sources can be found in Table A.1. Market value of
equity and Total assets are given in thousands of USD.
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6M buy-hold -0.033 -0.001 0.025
(0.000) (0.726) (0.000)
Abnormal return -0.031 0.000 0.022 0.998
(0.000) (0.972) (0.000) (0.000)
Analyst opinion 0.021 0.025 0.296 -0.176 -0.174
(0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000)
Earnings surprises -0.007 0.010 -0.025 0.060 0.059 -0.009
(0.179) (0.033) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.073)
News sentiment -0.044 -0.068 0.002 0.085 0.086 -0.038 0.019
(0.000) (0.000) (0.817) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.053)
Google search volume 0.046 0.042 -0.037 0.011 0.010 -0.009 -0.005 -0.024
(0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.008) (0.008) (0.038) (0.381) (0.014)
Stock market return -0.014 0.010 0.009 0.324 0.320 -0.129 0.021 -0.014 -0.015
(0.000) (0.008) (0.016) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.131) (0.000)
Total assets 0.008 0.039 -0.276 -0.004 -0.003 -0.037 0.016 -0.060 0.009 0.008
(0.046) (0.000) (0.000) (0.283) (0.502) (0.000) (0.003) (0.000) (0.043) (0.036)
Book-to-market 0.060 0.011 0.212 -0.121 -0.121 0.187 -0.032 -0.026 0.025 -0.031 0.079
(0.000) (0.006) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.010) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000)
Stock volatility 0.014 -0.057 0.220 -0.119 -0.117 0.038 -0.063 -0.023 -0.117 -0.131 -0.084 0.071
(0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.019) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000)
Illiquidity 0.025 0.051 -0.197 0.057 0.062 -0.039 0.025 -0.011 0.044 0.042 0.050 -0.100 -0.193
(0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.266) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000)
Table 3: Correlations between selected variables
The table reports the pairwise correlations between selected variables (upper value). p-values are shown in parenthesis. Data on crowd stock opinions are from
Sharewise. Stock price data and fundamentals are from Thomson Reuters Datastream and Worldscope, Google search volume data are from Google trends, and
News sentiment data are from Quandl. In total, our sample runs from August 1, 2007, to July 15, 2015, and contains 73,015 stock-quarter observations. Detailed
data definitions and data sources can be found in Table A.1.
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Model (1) Model (2) Model (3) Model (4) Model (5) Model (6) Model (7) Model (8)
Alpha 0.0331 0.0321 0.0332 0.0321 0.0321 0.0321 0.0326 0.0331
(0.0026) (0.0027) (0.0026) (0.0028) (0.0027) (0.0027) (0.0035) (0.0028)
Mkt-RF -0.0000 0.0002 -0.0002 0.0002 0.0002 0.0001 0.0002 0.0002
(0.0003) (0.0004) (0.0004) (0.0004) (0.0004) (0.0004) (0.0004) (0.0004)
HML 0.0004 0.0005 0.0007 0.0004 0.0000 0.0004 0.0002
(0.0007) (0.0006) (0.0007) (0.0007) (0.0007) (0.0007) (0.0007)
SMB 0.0011 0.0007 0.0011 0.0011 0.0010 0.0011 0.0012
(0.0008) (0.0007) (0.0008) (0.0008) (0.0008) (0.0008) (0.0008)
RMW 0.0028 0.0028 0.0028 0.0031 0.0028 0.0027
(0.0015) (0.0015) (0.0016) (0.0015) (0.0016) (0.0015)
CMA -0.0001 -0.0003 -0.0001 -0.0005 0.0000 0.0004











Observations 96 96 96 96 96 96 96 96
Table 4: Price performance of Potential stocks
The table reports coefficients obtained from the time-series regressions on returns of a portfolio that is
long stocks with the largest potential (upper third) and short stocks with the lowest potential (lower
third) as indicated by the Sharewise crowd on a host of well-known factors. Each regression is estimated
with monthly aggregated data over the 96-month sample period from August 2007 to July 2015. Mkt-
RF is the excess monthly market return. SMB is the return of a portfolio long small stocks and short
large stocks. HML is the return of a portfolio long high book-to-market stocks and short low book-to-
market stocks. RMW is the return of a portfolio long high operating profitability stocks and short low
operating profitability stocks. CMA is the return of a portfolio long high investment stocks and short
low investment stocks. MOM denotes the momentum factor proposed by Carhart (1997). STrev and
LTrev denote returns of portfolios created on short-term and long-term reversal, respectively. SENT and
OSENT denote returns of portfolios based on investor sentiment and on sentiment proxies orthogonalized
with respect to macroeconomic indicators (Baker and Wurgler, 2006), respectively. Standard errors
(reported in parentheses) are adjusted for serial correlation using the Newey-West correction. Data on
crowd stock opinions are from Sharewise. Returns of traditional factors are obtained from Kenneth
French official website.
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Model (1) Model (2) Model (3) Model (4) Model (5) Model (6)
Full sample Full sample + Controls Low Consensus High Consensus High Potential vola High Sell Potential
Potential 0.092 0.096 0.116 0.107 0.075 0.138
(14.38) (11.20) (3.68) (6.64) (7.20) (5.96)
Analyst opinion 0.243 0.343 0.272 0.223 0.446
(9.07) (4.74) (4.37) (6.54) (5.61)
Stock market return 49.81 47.22 32.54 53.71 60.35
(18.94) (3.61) (6.01) (14.84) (8.12)
Google search volume 0.001 0.002 0.001 0.001 0.001
(2.22) (1.71) (1.76) (2.00) (1.49)
Illiquidity 12.81 24.65 11.48 10.22 -1.857
(6.58) (2.04) (4.83) (3.81) (-0.10)
Size -0.000 0.024 0.020 0.024 -0.006
(-0.02) (0.63) (1.02) (1.66) (-0.18)
Book-to-market -0.155 -0.102 -0.136 -0.151 -0.171
(-17.93) (-3.28) (-8.20) (-14.15) (-5.17)
Dividend yield -0.026 -0.021 -0.020 -0.025 -0.033
(-18.10) (-3.65) (-8.13) (-13.55) (-6.94)
Constant -0.173 0.011 -0.421 -0.402 -0.424 0.189
(-11.00) (0.07) (-0.75) (-1.44) (-1.98) (0.32)
Stock fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Time fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Observations 73,015 44,944 1,564 9,023 26,156 7,622
R2 0.24 0.34 0.46 0.35 0.37 0.29
Adj. R2 0.24 0.33 0.45 0.35 0.37 0.29
F 293.00 268.00 17.61 62.24 190.40 27.76
Table 5: Sharewise stock opinions and six-month buy-and-hold returns (Panel A)
The table reports the results of our panel regressions with stock and time fixed effects using six month
buy-and-hold return as dependent variable. Stock opinions are lagged by six months. We use robust
standard errors clustered at the individual stock level to mitigate possible issues due to heteroskedasticity
and serial correlation. t-statistics are in parentheses. Data on crowd stock opinions are from Sharewise.
Stock price data and fundamentals are from Thomson Reuters Datastream and Worldscope, and Google
search volume data are from Google trends. In total, our sample runs from August 1, 2007, to July 15,
2015, and contains 73,015 stock-quarter observations. Detailed data definitions and data sources can be
found in Table A.1.
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Model (1) Model (2) Model (3) Model (4) Model (5) Model (6) Model (7) Model (8) Model (9)
Hard to Value Easy to Value Loser Stocks Low Attention High Attention Few Opinions Many Opinions Earnings surprises News Sentiment
Potential 0.129 0.026 0.099 0.126 0.183 0.079 0.146 0.115 0.161
(7.73) (2.93) (8.60) (7.61) (9.52) (6.91) (6.06) (9.51) (6.54)
Analyst opinion 0.307 0.208 0.259 0.398 0.368 0.373 0.181 0.220 0.442
(7.42) (4.29) (7.89) (6.97) (7.22) (9.08) (3.38) (5.85) (4.65)
Stock market return 54.19 36.01 52.83 43.62 45.87 47.08 56.95 57.06 72.69
(8.51) (13.16) (13.15) (8.60) (8.07) (10.47) (10.35) (13.46) (3.61)
Google search volume 0.001 0.000 0.001 -0.000 0.001 0.001 -0.000 0.000 0.003
(1.50) (1.22) (1.61) (-0.04) (0.62) (1.45) (-0.62) (0.96) (2.49)
Illiquidity 12.50 8.12 12.70 12.45 10.07 10.33 16.04 9.25 68.60
(3.46) (0.75) (3.72) (2.91) (1.43) (2.82) (2.60) (1.69) (0.90)
Size 0.030 -0.016 0.003 0.014 0.044 0.025 -0.030 -0.006 0.015
(1.52) (-1.40) (0.21) (0.59) (1.64) (1.50) (-1.18) (-0.36) (0.27)
Book-to-market -0.179 -0.110 -0.147 -0.202 -0.218 -0.160 -0.170 -0.157 -0.210
(-11.40) (-5.63) (-14.13) (-11.66) (-12.00) (-10.78) (-10.72) (-11.28) (-3.96)
Dividend yield -0.033 -0.024 -0.026 -0.026 -0.024 -0.023 -0.027 -0.028 -0.043





Constant -0.504 0.326 -0.0339 -0.244 -0.613 -0.485 0.533 0.143 -0.174
(-1.86) (1.66) (-0.16) (-0.70) (-1.52) (-1.81) (1.36) (0.59) (-0.20)
Stock fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Time fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Observations 11,664 11,667 22,160 10,680 10,777 18,596 9,979 20,534 5,381
R2 0.37 0.24 0.38 0.42 0.43 0.36 0.38 0.32 0.16
Adj. R2 0.37 0.24 0.38 0.41 0.43 0.36 0.38 0.32 0.15
F 103.30 65.29 186.6 74.91 89.59 128.9 91.09 117.9 23.07
Table 5: Sharewise stock opinions and six-month buy-and-hold returns (Panel B)
The table reports the results of our panel regressions with stock and time fixed effects using six month
buy-and-hold return as dependent variable. Stock opinions are lagged by six months. We use robust
standard errors clustered at the individual stock level to mitigate possible issues due to heteroskedasticity
and serial correlation. t-statistics are in parentheses. Data on crowd stock opinions are from Sharewise.
Stock price data and fundamentals are from Thomson Reuters Datastream andWorldscope, Google search
volume data are from Google trends, and News sentiment data are from Quandl. In total, our sample
runs from August 1, 2007, to July 15, 2015, and contains 73,015 stock-quarter observations. Detailed
data definitions and data sources can be found in Table A.1.
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Model (1) Model (2) Model (3) Model (4) Model (5) Model (6)
Full sample Full sample Low Consensus High Consensus High Potential vola High Sell Potential
Potential 0.091 0.069 0.108 0.083 0.048 0.106
(14.31) (8.51) (3.70) (5.44) (5.02) (4.63)
Analyst opinion 0.156 0.239 0.183 0.162 0.364
(6.29) (3.28) (3.23) (5.25) (4.76)
Google search volume 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.000
(1.86) (1.01) (1.79) (1.91) (0.61)
Illiquidity 18.49 20.79 16.21 16.15 1.57
(9.68) (1.94) (6.75) (5.88) (0.06)
Constant -0.223 -0.228 -0.230 -0.344 -0.305 -0.097
(-13.86) (-9.76) (-1.87) (-11.18) (-8.87) (-0.47)
Stock fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Time fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Observations 73,015 49,617 1,679 9,990 29,199 8,543
R2 0.23 0.27 0.41 0.29 0.30 0.22
Adj. R2 0.23 0.27 0.40 0.29 0.30 0.22
F 299.80 221.60 14.38 64.73 165.20 24.12
Table 6: Sharewise stock opinions and abnormal returns (Panel A)
The table reports the results of our panel regressions with stock and time fixed effects on abnormal
returns over a six month period. Stock opinions are lagged by six months. We use robust standard
errors clustered at the individual stock level to mitigate possible issues due to heteroskedasticity and
serial correlation. t-statistics are in parentheses. Data on crowd stock opinions are from Sharewise.
Stock price data and fundamentals are from Thomson Reuters Datastream and Worldscope, and Google
search volume data are from Google trends. In total, our sample runs from August 1, 2007, to July 15,
2015, and contains 73,015 stock-quarter observations. Detailed data definitions and data sources can be
found in Table A.1.
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Model (1) Model (2) Model (3) Model (4) Model (5) Model (6) Model (7) Model (8) Model (9)
Hard to Value Easy to Value Loser Stocks Low Attention High Attention Few Opinions Many Opinions Earnings surprises News Sentiment
Potential 0.112 0.016 0.102 0.109 0.146 0.055 0.100 0.078 0.132
(7.21) (1.91) (7.13) (6.91) (8.11) (5.08) (4.24) (6.87) (6.15)
Analyst opinion 0.224 0.164 0.158 0.328 0.269 0.295 0.115 0.157 0.294
(5.69) (3.73) (3.52) (6.39) (5.40) (8.30) (2.22) (4.51) (3.65)
Google search volume 0.002 0.000 0.001 -0.000 0.001 0.001 -0.000 0.001 0.002
(2.20) (0.51) (1.41) (-0.12) (1.01) (1.44) (-0.55) (1.17) (2.05)
Illiquidity 20.95 13.45 14.95 19.91 20.34 17.69 23.60 25.65 184.80





Constant -0.293 -0.213 -0.212 -0.232 -0.237 -0.346 -0.198 -0.185 0.009
(-5.14) (-3.45) (-7.06) (-3.90) (-3.76) (-3.06) (-5.40) (-5.57) (0.20)
Stock fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Time fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Observations 13,155 12,985 12,171 11,857 12,207 21,087 10,499 23,148 6,511
R2 0.30 0.18 0.36 0.34 0.35 0.29 0.32 0.25 0.09
Adj. R2 0.30 0.18 0.36 0.34 0.35 0.29 0.32 0.25 0.09
F 91.19 61.61 110.60 59.09 76.91 122.00 69.22 95.91 24.53
Table 6: Sharewise stock opinions and abnormal returns (Panel B)
The table reports the results of our panel regressions with stock and time fixed effects on abnormal
returns over a six month period. Stock opinions are lagged by six months. We use robust standard
errors clustered at the individual stock level to mitigate possible issues due to heteroskedasticity and
serial correlation. t-statistics are in parentheses. Data on crowd stock opinions are from Sharewise.
Stock price data and fundamentals are from Thomson Reuters Datastream and Worldscope, Google
search volume data are from Google trends, and News sentiment data are from Quandl. In total, our
sample runs from August 1, 2007, to July 15, 2015, and contains 73,015 stock-quarter observations.
Detailed data definitions and data sources can be found in Table A.1.
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Variable name Definition Data source
Potential Sharewise crowd stock assessment consensus (expected stock return). Sharewise.
Total opinion Number of total opinions transmitted through Sharewise. Sharewise.
Total buy Number of total buy recommendations by the Sharewise community. Sharewise.
Total sell Number of total sell recommendations by the Sharewise community. Sharewise.
6M buy-hold Six month buy and hold return. Datastream, own calc.
Abnormal return Six month abnormal return. Datastream, own calc.
Illiquidity Amihud measure of an individual stock’s illiquidity adjusted following the
procedure proposed by Karolyi et al. (2012). The adjusted Amihud measure






, where Ri,t is the return, Pi,t is the price
and V Oi,t is the trading volume of stock i on day t.
Datastream, own calc.
Stock volatility Conditional volatility of stock returns estimated with GARCH (1, 1) model
based on daily closing prices.
Datastream, own calc.
Potential volatility Conditional volatility of expected stock returns (crowd opinions) estimated
with GARCH (1, 1) model based on daily opinions.
Sharewise, own calc.
Stock market return Log stock market returns of the appropriate benchmark index. Datastream, own calc.
Risk free rate Level of the risk free interest rate. Datastream.
Table A.1: Variable definitions and data sources.
The table presents both definitions and data sources for all dependent and independent variables that
are used in our empirical study.
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Variable name Definition Data source
Total assets Natural logarithm of a firm’s total assets (given in Mio. USD). Worldscope
(WC02999).
Book value Book value of common equity. Worldscope
(WC07210).
Market value Market value of common equity. Worldscope
(WC03501).
Book-to-market Book value of common equity divided by market value of common equity. Worldscope (WC07210
and WC03501).
Dividend yield Dividend per share as a percentage of the share price Worldscope
(WC02999).
Earnings surprises Quarterly earnings surprise Thomson Reuters (EP-
SActSurprise).
Analyst opinion Professional analyst stock assessment consensus (expected stock return). Datastream.
Google search volume Stocks’ relative Google search requests over time. Google trends.




52-week-high Distance of current stock price to 52-week-high. Datastream, own calc.
52-week-low Distance of current stock price to 52-week-low. Datastream, own calc.
Table A.1: Variable definitions and data sources (cont.).
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